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About This Content

The soundtrack to Team Junkfish's survival horror labyrinth Monstrum in MP3 & FLAC format. Created by Jaime Cross

1. Menu Theme (01:52)

2. Wandering Alone at Night on a Ship (04:32)

3. The Brute (02:26)

4. Hiding From The Brute (02:34)

5. The Brute Stalks The Halls (04:32)

6. The Hunter (03:00)

7. Hiding From The Hunter (02:56)

8. Out of Sight, Out of Mind (04:56)

9. The Fiend (02:40)

10. Hiding From The Fiend (02:40)
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11. These Halls Breathe Evil (02:52)

12. Clutch Control OST Main Theme (04:15)

13. Clutch Control OST Jimmy Peddles Rodrigues' Theme (03:12)

14. Clutch Control OST Miles Speedman's Theme (03:38)

15. Clutch Control OST Bad Happenings Theme (04:00)

Songs will be placed in a subfolder of your Monstrum Steam install directory: ...Steam\steamapps\common\Monstrum\
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Title: Monstrum - Original Soundtrack
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Team Junkfish
Publisher:
Team Junkfish
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 - 32 bit

Processor: Intel / AMD - 2.4 GHz (Dual Core)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 285 / ATI Radeon HD 4870 X2 - 1GB (Direct x 9.0c / 10 / 11)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: These are the same specification as Monstrum game and as such are higher than actually required to listen to
the soundtrack alone.
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Aquaria: the Musical!

More words? Okay. It's a puzzle game about finding your way through labrynth-style caverns and dealing with various timing
based boundaries as well as some enemies. It's not a bad game by any stretch but within the first hour you will have a very good
idea as to whether it is "your jam". The artwork is absolutely sublime but the gameplay is excessively repetitive and the controls
can be quite unwieldy at times. The vehicle sections are particularly obnoxious but are thankfully beaten by force alone.

I would not buy this game on it's own. If it's in a bundle or extremely cheap on sale and it sounds appealing then you should give
it a shot. It's a short and unique game: with even a little bit of patience you can probably finish it in about four hours and not feel
robbed.. see race07 review. This Mahjong is not loading to play error51. Super meat shooter is a oldschool fps, this is a really
good game but the flushing toilet sound effect is not very good, I like it a lot because of the weapons, they look really cool, you
saw the double barrel shotgun in this game? more "dark souls" than that impossible, well that game is good, but I hope they
develop a sequel without the flushing toilet sound effect.

+amazing weapons
+cool level design
+explosive barrels
+great gameplay
-not so good sound effects

10\/10. me and and a friend of mine, if we are travelling to a country without notebook, first thing we would do is to put a copy
of Stronghold Crusader into a USB stick and install in any internet cafe and keep playing it everyday whenever we were bored
of touristic tours or countryside hitchhiking, so this game is more than a game, it is a cult, it is a ritual, thats why it has the best
music ever made for a game. Fun little tycoon game. It's a pretty quick game, but the price reflects that. As another guy
mentioned, once you figure out the recipes it gets pretty easy. Still a fun game worth trying out!. Minit is a short game. You can
basically do everything in it in an hour or so. It's definitely a bit pricey for its content, but it's fine.

The concept is really simple: you pick up a cursed sword and you get only 60 more seconds to live. You do (simple) quests, help
people, find stuff, but every minute you end up dying and respawning in your home.

It's simple and fun, but it starts to get a bit repetitive and boring right near the end, the length is honestly perfect for the concept.

Due to the time limitation, quests are straightforward, dialogues are minimal, and objectives aren't too far from the characters.

I definitely enjoyed it, but I wouldn't recommend it to everyone. I do think it's a nice indie experiment, worth playing maybe
once.
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The idea of experiencing a game from a playtester perspective is one, that made me curious. Sadly, this one can't keep up.
Instead of checking the gameworld for inconsistencies and problems, that might arise of oversights and unexpected player
behaviour (maybe even with occasional updates, that fix some errors and implement a few new ones), this game is rather a
lineup of minitasks with each ending on a bug.
While the pricing is a reason to keep expectations low, being led through short levels, where instead of a victory screen the
reward is a bug report, does neither feel satisfying as a game nor as a testing simulation. Also the graphics make me motion sick.

This could have been good. But to get there, one would need to create the whole game anew.. This is nice. I enjoyed the earlier
Pixel Puzzles games, and looked forward to this one. I found the earlier games fun and relaxing (in No Zombie mode, at least).
This one is mostly aggravating.

I do love the fact that your puzzle progress is saved. I'm neutral on the addition of rotation. It does add a challenge and is fine
for the pictures where you can make a reasonable guess about the orientation. I don't like the dimming of the floating pieces.
You only see the actual colors after you pick up a piece. And I could do without the picture of a hawk killing a seabird.

But what really ruins the game for me is the table you build the puzzle on. It is so strongly patterned and colored that it's very
hard to see the shapes of the puzzle pieces against it. You can change the color of the table, which doesn't help enough. It would
be best if you could switch to a solid color background.. A promising prologue.

As the player steps into the shoes of our main character the game immediately surrounds him with a purposeful atmosphere
familiar from old detective stories. You have a dirty apartment, some alcoholism, past work related injury and a dead body. On
top of it all it keeps raining all the time.

In the prologue the player tries to make sense of the evidence surrounding a death of a housemaid.
The prologue quite short but yet rather captivating. We have a nice set of dialog, different characters, lots of objects to inspect
and a generally atmospheric milieu. Some adult themes such as a dead body, pharmaceutical drugs and alcohol are included but
hey, it's a detective game.

I felt the game was a fresh and simple return to the golden 90s of games when player was experiencing a story instead of just
concentrating on running through a linear map with scripted cinematics to keep the player interested.
The controls of the game are simple. You have your cursor keys for movement, enter to continue dialog and number keys to
select different options.
The game doesn't really guide you, but if you've played crime solving games you should not get stuck for long. I had a few
moments when I had to think of what options I have not yet explored.
The game really succeeds in delivering the player something many games these days do not: an interesting interactive story.

Overall it's a good start for a nice game.
It's not AAA or anything, but since it's cheap and entertaining, I give it a 4\/5.

Pros:
- Dark and gritty atmosphere
- Occultic references
- Adult theme
- Rains all the time
- Fast and effective resolution options

Cons:
- Short (still only a prologue)
- You can sometimes notice the backround rain ambient starting from the beginning
- Some (player) character lines could be visible for a bit longer

I will be interested to see what the following chapters bring with them.. Great demo. Awesome potential! Can't wait to see the
actual game.presently not worth buying as it is a complete demo.. Takes the strain out of creating Android Apps, however if
uploading to play be careful of game size as its a real pain to load anything with more than one or two levels.
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